
7:30 am - 8:30 am

Continental Breakfast & Registration

10:15 am - 10:55 am

Morning Refreshment and Networking Break

8:40 am - 8:55 am

Chairperson’s Opening Address

8:30 am - 8:40 am

Victoria Spadaccini
Program Director
Programmatic Pioneers

Welcome Remarks & Ice Breaker

8:55 am - 9:15 am

9:15 am - 9:35 am

Case Study
Programmatic In-Housing: How (and Why) 
Sony Sold it Up and Built it Out 

9:35 am -10:15 am

Panel Interactive
Does Transparency Actually Matter?

MAIN DAY ONE AT A GLANCE

Data & Transparency
World-Class Data and Seeing Completely into the Programmatic Value Chain

WED NOV
13

Jana Meron
SVP Programmatic and Data Strategy
Business Insider

Joella Duncan
Director of Media Strategy
Equifax

Jay Glogovsky
Sr Director Revenue Analytics and Operations
New York Times

Isabelle Sotikon
Associate Director of Consumer and 
Competitive Analytics,
AT&T

Michele McCray-Howard
Howard, Director, Media Partner Solutions
Macy’s

Bryan Wessel
SVP Media & Data Strategy
Sony Pictures Entertainment

Tobey Van Santvoord
SVP Sales, West
MightyHive 

Programmatic advertising has emerged as a type 
of marketing that can soon dominate many brands’ 
advertising spend – largely because this ever-
expanding form of technology puts marketers 
in the drivers’ seat with the utmost control and 
transparency. Amy Corner will explore how 
American Express implemented programmatic 
advertising, gathered insights from data sources to 

In-housing is the latest buzzword to infiltrate the 
industry, but what does it really mean to bring 
programmatic in-house? MightyHive’s Tobey Van 
Santvoord and Sony’s Bryan Wessel will discuss

create better audience segmentation, and grasp where 
each customer is in their brand journey. You’ll learn: 

 ■ How you can collect and align data from multiple 
digital channels to create a holistic customer map 
and deliver more accurate audience segmentation

 ■ The types of control that you could gain by owning 
your programmatic strategy end-to-end

 ■ Unexpected twists and turns along the way that 
ultimately led to an increase in new and repeat 
customers

 ■ Marrying data and creative to execute the most 
relevant advertisements to your most important 
customers

 ■ How to gather insights from all data sources to 
create better audience segmentation

 ■ How to buy valuable data and how to extract value 
from all the data you have in your DMP

Keynote
How You Can Take Control of Your 
Programmatic Advertising and Optimize 
Your Data to Deliver the Most Accurate 
Audience Segmentations Across Channels 

TBA
American Express 

 ■ The spectrum of control brands should use to 
evaluate bringing elements of their digital strategy 
in-house. 

 ■ What that decision-making process looked like for 
Sony

 ■  How working with a partner eased the transition

 ■ Why marketers who only in-house for cost savings 
may be missing the forest for the trees

Some say that if you think about it, what clients and 
agencies want isn’t transparency – they want trust. Yet, 
transparency doesn’t always give you trust.  Others say 
transparency is the biggest hurdle facing programmatic 
advertising today.  What’s the difference between 
transparency and trust?  Is it as big of a deal as we 
think, or is there an underlying issue that has defaulted 
to this buzzword? Leaders debate:

 ■ Price transparency, and understanding where your 
advertising dollars are going where they say they are 
going

 ■ Data transparency, and having clarity around how 
data points are collected if that aligns with your 
standard of quality and integrity around consumer 
privacy

 ■ Environmental transparency, and seeing exactly 
where your ads are running

 ■ Defining what transparency in the programmatic 
ecosystem really means
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12:25 pm - 1:25 pm

Lunch For All Attendees

MAIN DAY ONE AT A GLANCE

Data & Transparency
World-Class Data and Seeing Completely into the Programmatic Value Chain

WED NOV
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11:45 am - 12:25 pm

A simple question with a difficult answer. In a world 
of header bidding, sophisticated fraud, first price 
auctions, priority promises, incentivized traffic, 
premium inventory, quality journalism and click-bait, 
how well do you know what is actually being sold and 
bought?  This panel takes an honest look inside our 
inventory ecosystem and probes beyond the lip-service 
of safety to find out how much we know and frankly, 
how much does it matter?

Talk Show Panel
Programmatic: What Are You Buying?

Cheryl Ng
Vice President of Programmatic 
and Media Technology
WebMD

Scott Messer
SVP Media
LeafGroup (brands include Livestrong.
com, eHow, Well + Good)

Chip Schenck
SVP of Programmatic
Meredith

10:55 am -11:15 am 11:15 am -11:45 am

Achieving Data and Commercial 
Transparency Across the Entire Ecosystem Case Study

Digital Brand Safety Leadership: 
Guidelines for SuccessSpeaker TBA

Accenture
Roshen Matthew
AVP of Digital Media & Emerging Technology
AT&TThe #1 hurdle for brands is the ability to see into the 

programmatic value chain. How is data collected, 
where are the advertisements running, and where 
are your dollars really going? Accenture helps clients 
navigate the complexity of the digital media landscape 
by empowering them to take control and ownership of 
their data and technology, providing them with greater 
transparency and enabling them to gain trust. In this 
fascinating keynote, you will learn

 ■ How to achieve greater business outcomes and 
enable cost transparency

 ■ How to regain control and ownership of your 
data

 ■ How to design, build, and staff audience –driven 
campaigns

Roshen has spent the past six years creating paths 
for innovation within the converging world of  digital 
for AT&T’s national US marketing efforts. His role, by 
design, charges him with provoking fresh & innovative 
thinking in partnership with marketing teams across all 
business units, and currently he spearheads all matters 
within AT&T related to digital brand safety. In this 
session, you’ll discover:

 ■ Best practice examples of media placements, 
data usage, and partner brand association 
strategy and management

 ■ The latest in artificial intelligence and machine 
learning solutions to safeguard your brand

 ■ Publisher and platform brand safety guidelines

Rahil Berani
VP/Director, Programmatic
Digitas North America

Rachel Mervis
Programmatic Lead
Nestle
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TRACK

A
TRACK

B
TRACK

CBrand Safety + Ad Fraud Optimizing Your Data Creative Board Rooms

1:25 pm 
- 

1:35 pm
Track Chairperson’s Opening Address

1:25 pm 
- 

1:35 pm
Track Chairperson’s Opening Address

1:25 pm 
- 

2:05 pm

1:35 pm 
- 

2:15 pm

1:35 pm 
- 

2:15 pm

In an era of mistrust, the inevitable pushback has arrived. The 
California Consumer Privacy Act, GDPR, Apple’s Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention (ITP) and Firefox’s Enhanced Tracking Protection initiatives 
are here, looking out for customer privacy, and in turn blocking third-
party cookies that programmatic has so heavily relied on for targeting. 
Google Chrome is said to be next, having over 60% market share. This 
session puts a realistic (and optimistic) lens on the new opportunities 
we must forage to target and resonate with our customers.  In this 
fun, optimistic, collaborative format, each of you will take on one of 
six thinking hats (logic, optimism, devil’s advocate, emotion, creativity, 
and management) to learn how to really rock in a cookie-free world. 
Some topics of discussion include

 ■ The data renaissance and turning to the “identity” path and the 
“contextual” path to maintain our lens in customer demographics

 ■ The obstacles to anticipate and platforms that can help

 ■ Creating audience profiles across all media channels that instill 
consumer trust 

 ■ Achieving the Digital ID: How the industry is looking to move from 
cookie- based tracking towards people-based marketing

If looks could kill, then brands are susceptible to reputation murder 
at the hands of poor context. Both your company and you have 
spent endless energy into building an extraordinary image for the 
brand, so we want to make sure you maintain the positive perception 
you intended to put out. In this session, we bring together all the 
programmatic players to discuss: 

 ■ Ways to guarantee high-quality, relevant ad inventory

 ■ Ad formats that are more brand safe

 ■ Blacklisting and whitelisting 

 ■  How to identify the best brand safety tools

As the great Stewart Brand once said, “Information wants to be free….
and on the other hand it wants to be expensive, because it’s valuable.” 
The data you source will determine your entire strategy, campaign, 
and outcome so this decision is critical. Our speakers debate:   

 ■ How to choose between first, second, and third party data and all 
the factors to consider 

 ■ The debate between quality vs privacy – going narrow and deep vs 
wide and shallow 

 ■ Considering scale to go beyond your reach and your current 
fraction of the market

 ■ Best practices in combining multiple layers of data

 ■ Should you create an in-house team or outsource? 

 ■ The pillars of quality, effective data, from sourcing to executing

Six Thinking Hats Working Groups
Here’s How to ROCK in a Cookie-Free World

Panel Interactive
How to Manage Brand Safety and Minimize Ad Fraud 
in an Ecosystem Full of Different Participants

Panel Interactive
The Million Dollar Question – Where 
is the BEST Place to Source Data? 

Krag Klagles
Senior Manager, Advanced 
Analytics and Optimization
Disney Parks & Resorts

Jeremy Hlavecek
Head of Revenue – Watson Advertising
IBM / Weather Company

Ken Van Every
Director of Programmatic 
and Data Sales
Cars.com

Speaker TBD
iHeartMedia

Michael Balabanov
SVP Sales – North America
Guardian News & Media

Roshen Matthew
AVP of Digital Media & Emerging Technology
AT&T  

Stephanie Layser
VP Advertising Technology & Operations
Newscorp

Dan Callahan
Vice President of Audience and Automated Sales
Fox Broadcasting Company

Eran Metzer
Executive Director – Data and Marketing Technology
Hearts & Science

MAIN DAY ONE AT A GLANCE

Data & Transparency
World-Class Data and Seeing Completely into the Programmatic Value Chain

WED NOV
13

Jay Wells
Head of Digital Marketing
RPM Direct
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Case Study Revolution
The Great Revival – Winning Back Customer Love After Brand Safety Scandals

2:15 pm 
- 

2:45 pm
2:15 pm 

- 
2:45 pm

It’s not the mistake made, it’s how you turn it around. This session explores lessons learns, pitfalls to 
avoid, and eventual success that triumphed over objectionable content and won back the hearts of 
customers.  

 ■ Ways to overcome and form even better relationships with your audience segments

 ■ Programmatic media – Standard layers of brand safety protection

 ■ Blacklisting vs automated solutions

 ■ Pre and post bid offerings

 ■ Mitigating fraud through stronger SSP relationships

 ■ Buying owned and operated vs syndicated

 ■ A balanced approach to brand safety

 ■  What you can do if your brand has experienced a lack of brand safety

Corey Tolbert
VP, Programmatic Media
Horizon Media 

Fireside Chat
This is Where Your Ad Dollars Are Going

Rick Welch
Head of Programmatic Advertising
Flipboard

The industry has a problem that is ready to leave – seeing exactly where the money you’ve invested in 
advertising is being implemented. This session explores how agencies and publishers can show buyers 
exactly where their money is going – whether that’s strategy, planning, media, or beyond.   We discuss:

 ■ Ways you can build a framework that shows the fair value of all services you are buying and gives you 
better end-to-end control

 ■ How stakeholders can collaborate to drive more control and transparency

 ■ What to look for in your partners and how to structure your contractual agreements

 ■ Evaluating available solutions like ads.txt, verified marketplaces, and more

Brand Safety + Ad Fraud Optimizing Your Data

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=21735
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TRACK

A
TRACK

B

3:35 pm - 4:25 pm Afternoon Refreshment & Networking Break

3:05 pm 
- 

3:35 pm

Case Study
You Can Be an Inventory Rock Star - How to Get the Balance Between Buying 
Audiences at the Right Price and Ensuring Your Brand is Safe and the Context 
is Correct

3:05 pm 
- 

3:35 pm

 ■ Gaps and missed parameters in tracking that lead to inaccurate data

 ■ Evaluating when and how different trading mechanisms are used

 ■ Shifting budgets, changing target parameters, and varying your bids

Case Study Revolution
Programmatic FOMO - Missed Opportunities in Tracking Your Audience

2:45 pm 
- 

3:05 pm
2:45 pm 

- 
3:05 pm

Brand Safety + Ad Fraud Optimizing Your Data

 Innovation Spotlight
 Innovation Spotlight

Scott Mulqueen
VP of Programmatic and Data Product Operations
Trusted Media Brands (brands include Livestrong, eHow, Well+Good, and more!)

Chris Liversidge
CEO
QueryClick 

Premium inventory can be available at scale – it’s all about striking the right balance between price, 
brand safety, and transparency from all angles.  A programmatic leader at one of the world’s leading 
publishers talks: 

 ■ Ad quality interactive: How advertisers and publishers are working closely to get to a fair value 
exchange on the inventory

 ■  How to move from open exchanges into private marketplaces to avoid cheap impressions

 ■ Moving to a simpler form of advertising with better quality data and less volume

 ■ Brand safe or cheap: Reaching greater relevance with premium inventory rather than a cheap 
CPM

Jason Tollestrup
VP of Programmatic Strategy and Yield
Washington Post

MAIN DAY ONE AT A GLANCE

Data & Transparency
World-Class Data and Seeing Completely into the Programmatic Value Chain

WED NOV
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4:25 pm - 5:25 pm

Roundtables

Roundtable #1: Topic + Speaker TBA, 
Eich Liebe

Roundtable #2: Where do you want to be 
6 months from now?

Roundtable #3: How to Align Your 
Programmatic Ads with Your Social 
Media Strategy

Roundtable #6: Critical insights brands 
should know about agencies

Roundtable #5: Critical insights publishers 
should know about agencies and brands

Roundtable #6: Topic + Speaker TBA

Roundtable #7: Topic + Speaker TBA

5:25 pm

Conclusion Of Day One

5:25 pm - 6:15 pm

Programmatic Pioneers Cocktail 
Reception

Donnie Ager
Global Digital Marketing
Ben & Jerry’s 

Joella Duncan
Director of Media Strategy
Equifax

Kelly Maguire
Co-Founder
Vuja De Digital

Ken Van Every
Director of Programmatic and Data Sales
Cars.com

MAIN DAY ONE AT A GLANCE

Data & Transparency
World-Class Data and Seeing Completely into the Programmatic Value Chain
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7:30 am - 8:35 am

Continental Breakfast & Registration

8:45 am - 9:00 am

Chairperson’s Opening Address

**By invite only, advance sign-up required**

VIP Think Tank

8:35 am - 8:45 am

Victoria Spadaccini
Program Director
Programmatic Pioneers

Welcome Remarks & Ice Breaker

9:00 am - 9:20 am

Keynote
The Robot Heart and the Human Intuition 
– An Unlikely Love Story

9:20 am - 9:40 am

Keynote
Marrying Data and Creative to Develop 
Awe-Inspiring Customer Experiences

9:40 am - 10:00 am

Powerhouse Peer to Peer Fireside Chat
The Rise of OTT and Advanced Television: 
Unearthing the Power of Creative That 
Meets Viewer Expectations

MAIN DAY TWO AT A GLANCE

Omni-Channel & Programmatic Creative
Capturing Eyeballs On Every Screen, Using Targeted  Narratives That Will Captivate Your Customers

THU NOV
14

Shaune Kolber
Programmatic Strategy & Marketing 
Technology Innovation
Dell

Susie Gruda
Global Head of ROI
Google

Doug Fleming
Head of Advanced TV
Hulu

Atul Bhandari
Head of Product, Advertising & Data
Samsung

Programmatic is part automation, part machine 
learning, and part human intellect – but without 
one the others don’t exist. Shaune Kolber leads up 
incredible programmatic strategies at one of the 
leading brands in the world – together you’ll go 
deep on: 

 ■ Where did programmatic advertising come from? 

 ■ How far have we come along since its birth?

 ■ Where can automation combine with our own 
understanding of specific human needs to 
optimize our time and regain control, and what 
relationships need to be strengthened along the 
way?

The beauty of programmatic creative is its ability to 
produce astonishing, hyper-relevant ads that tap into 
the imagination and motivations of the particular 
person you want in your customer base. Rather than 
one generalized creative, we can tell different, specific.

 ■ Crafting captivating, personalized, data-driven ads 
that will truly resonate with your customer

 ■ Comparing Creative Management Platforms (CMPs) 
and Dynamic Creative Optimization (DCOs)

 ■ Simplifying the technical complexities in the creative 
production workflow 

In this fascinating meeting of the minds, leaders 
from two of the world’s top publishers have smart 
discourse on where OTT, Programmatic, and Advanced 
Television are today, where it will be tomorrow, and 
the ever-changing consumer expectations that are 
imperative to consider as the landscape works to meet 
their needs. You’ll learn: 

 ■ The current and future state of OTT , Programmatic, 
and Advanced TV

 ■ Leveraging targeted creative narratives that delight 
consumers

 ■ What you need to know about the private 
marketplace and buying inventory in this space

 ■ Beyond Banner Ads and Pre-Roll: Is Advanced TV 
Right For Your Campaign? 

 ■ Break-downs of Interactive, Connected, Over the 
Top, Smart, Linear Addressable, and Video on 
Demand TV

 ■ Transacting in the programmatic television era and 
ground-breaking applications 

 ■ Why bother? Campaign goals to consider

10:00 am - 10:20 am

Keynote
Executing Multi-Channel, Data-Driven 
Campaigns Across New and Traditional 
Sources of Media

Gabe Bevilacqua
SVP Product Management and 
Advanced Advertising
Viacom  

Viacom is no stranger to the ever-changing modern 
consumer, owning and advertising to viewers across 
their channels – MTV, Comedy

Central, Nickelodeon, and many more. Gabe 
leads product for Viacom Advanced Advertising, 
encompassing Viacom Vantage which includes 
data-driven television and multi-platform advanced 
television.  In this surprising session, you’ll hear Gabe 
uncover:

 ■ How advertisers are activating media across new 
and traditional sources of media

 ■ Exciting ways brands are planning and executing 
multi-channel, data-driven campaigns

 ■ The merging consumption environment

 ■ ·What you must know about programmatic TV
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10:20 am - 11:00 am

Guest Speaker
Sounds Like Programmatic Spirit: 
Commercial Songwriting Techniques 
To Create Highly Engaging Content For 
Diverse Audiences

11:00 am - 11:40 am

Morning Refreshment and Networking Break

Dr. Johannes Flecker
Founding Managing Director
Sound Leadership

Immerse into content creation through the perspective 
of commercial songwriting to resonate with highly 
diverse audiences. In this interactive, music-fueled 
session, you’ll learn to think like a songwriter to create 
emotionally and intellectually resounding content. 
Johannes shares best practices from his music thinking 
work with companies such as Fidelity, Johnson & 
Johnson, Boston Consulting Group. Zero musical 
experience required. Your learnings and experiences:

 ■ How a music thinking mindset elevates your content 
creation game, programmatic strategies, and 
customer engagement

 ■ Applicable songwriting and lyric writing techniques 
for creative

 ■ Rethink your content as a song, have it performed 
live during the session.
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General Sessions

11:40 am - 12:00 pm

Peer to Peer Fireside Chat
A Brand and Agency Perspective on 
Leveraging  Programmatic Across All 
Digital Channels Ensure a World-Class 
User Experience

12:40 pm - 1:00 pm

Fireside Chat
Forming Genuine Connections to Your 
Audience Across Every Screen

12:20 pm - 12:40 pm

Vendor Breakouts 

12:20 pm - 12:40 pm

Vendor Breakouts 

Emily Galt
Director Digital Marketing
Constellation Brands

Autumn White
EVP of Digital, Managing Partner
Horizon Media

Meet the dream team. Constellation Brands and 
Horizon Media sit down together for a warm one-
on-one interview style conversation, discussing 
what they learned during their programmatic 
partnership, and share their top insights on: 

 ■  How to use what is working in other 
marketing channels to reach your customer 
programmatically 

 ■ The benefits of alignment between advertisers 
and agencies in regards to testing, learning, 
expanding and optimizing programmatically

 ■ How to activate your audiences based on 
purchase data when the advertiser is not also 
the retailer

In a world where people have decidedly skipped past 
viewing ads, programmatic has formed an incredibly 
precise approach to reaching your audience in a way 
that isn’t received as an advertisement, but rather as 
an interaction that forms a valuable emotional bond, 
when they need and where they need it. You will 
discover: 

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Lunch For All Attendees

Small Group Breakout

11:40 am - 12:20 pm

The greatest advertising makes you love their 
products and that forms an emotional bond 
and keeps you coming back. So how do we as 
advertising professionals, creatively use data 
in ways that genuinely and ethically help your 
customers live better lives? How do we take 
accountability, as broadcasters shaping the minds 
of consumers around the world, to bring diversity 
and social responsibility to our advertisements 
while still making profit?

Creative Boardroom
Diversity and Social Responsibility 
in Advertising

Donnie Ager
Global Digital Marketing
Ben & Jerry’s

Gila Wilensky
SVP of Media Activation
Essence

 ■ How you can activate your programmatic media 
to across all channels, making your campaigns 
more efficient and effective

 ■ How to incorporate creativity into your 
programmatic media planning and buying

 ■ The importance of planning before you launch the 
campaign

 ■ How to marry data in the planning process in 
order to execute creatively

 ■ How programmatic creative is allowing advertisers 
to leverage data to inform creative production and 
personalize messages

11:40 am - 12:20 pm

Panel Interactive
This Session is Only For the Omni-Channel 
Believers – Developing Mind-Blowing Ads 
for Every Screen

Krag Klages
Senior Manager, Advanced 
Analytics and Optimization
Disney Parks & Resorts

Kolin Kleveno
SVP – Head of Programmatic
360i

Andrew Ettinger
Director of Integrated Media Planning
EightBar

Amit Shetty
Sr Director, Video & Audio Products
 IAB Tech Lab
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Track Chairperson’s Opening Address

The digital audio advertising landscape is unlike any 
other medium – you have the ability to reach your 
target audience in a completely different way – as 
individuals rather than collectives – at a massive scale.  
Justin leads advanced audio and data revenue at 
iHeartMedia, the country’s leading media country with 
greater reach in the US than any other media outlet. 
Together you’ll explore

 ■ The customer relationship that programmatic audio 
does better than any other platforms 

 ■ Exploring what audio ad formats are right for your 
goals

 ■ Deep dive into the types of people who spend time 
with podcasts and radio

 ■ Early challenges, growing pains, and how to move 
past them

Case Study Revolution : 
Publisher Perspective
Speaking to a Population of One: The 
Intimate Brand-Listener Bond and More 
Greatness from Audio Programmatic

Emerging Technologies

Justin Nesci
EVP Advanced Audio and Data Revenue
iHeartMedia

MAIN DAY TWO AT A GLANCE

Omni-Channel & Programmatic Creative
Capturing Eyeballs On Every Screen, Using Targeted  Narratives That Will Captivate Your Customers
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Roundtable #1: How will you align your 
creativity and media buying strategies in 
order to reduce time to market and quickly 
respond to market shifts? 

Roundtable #4: How to Choose the 
Best Marketing Technology for Your 
Programmatic Campaigns

Roundtable #3: How can you create 
individualized profiles to target users across 
all devices and get an accurate picture of 
your customer’s journey

Roundtable #2: Critical actions to uncover 
hidden data that provides new insights to 
support your customer profiles

Roundtable #5: Uncovering the power of 
programmatic video

Lisa Gold
Marketing and Business Development Executive
Honda

2:00 am - 2:10 pm

2:10 am - 2:30 pm

2:30 pm - 3:20 pm

Roundtables

Eran Metzer
Executive Director – Data and Marketing Technology
Hearts & Science

Atul Bhandari
Head of Product, Advertising & Data
Samsung

Gila Wilensky
SVP of Media Activation
Essence

Shaune Kolber
Programmatic Strategy & Marketing 
Technology Innovation
Dell

David takes a technical perspective on the most 
effective ways to monetize your mobile apps and 
regain control as a publisher, having done this himself 
with TimeHop, a leading app that collects your old 
photos and posts from Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 
Google Photos, Dropbox photos, and your phone’s 
photo gallery to help you celebrate and share the most 
nostalgic moments of your past. 

Publisher First - Take back control of your 
Programmatic Ad Stack

David Leviev
VP Programmatic Product Development
Timehop

PM Networking Break  

3:20 am - 4:10 pm

4:10 am - 4:30 pm
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 ■ The importance of the human input in the 
effectiveness of dynamic creative

 ■ How to take advantage of having in-house creative 
and campaign operation teams

 ■ Achieving Cross screen measurement with different 
data sets

 ■ Working within the wall-gardens and interoperating 
with the rest of the ecosystem across them

How to use automation in programmatic
to quickly respond to shifting consumer
reactions with dynamic and creative content

Andrew Ettinger
Director of Integrated Media Planning
EightBar

Kate Whitney
Director of Digital Marketing
Pernod-Ricard

Eran Metzer
Executive Director – Data and 
Marketing Technology
Hearts & Science

Conclusion of the Programmatic 
Pioneers Summit  

4:30 am - 4:50 pm

4:50 pm
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